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Question: 150

What situation results from performing a CreateObjectAction on an abstract class?
A. arbitrary object of one of its subclasses being created
B. object of the specified class being created
C. undefined behavior
D. error log entry being created
E. exception being raised

Answer: C

Question: 151

What most accurately describes the semantics modeled by the exhibit? Exhibit:

A. HeaderGenerator and LineItemGenerator are Invoicer ports.
B. An Invoicer component is composed of a HeaderGenerator component and a LineItemGenerator
component.
C. HeaderGenerator and LineItemGenerator realize Invoicer.
D. Invoicer realizes HeaderGenerator and LineItemGenerator.

Answer: C

Question: 152

Where is an interaction constraint placed?
A. either on the top of an operand or at the bottom of an operand
B. always at the top of an interaction
C. above the first event within an interaction operand
D. directly outside the combined fragment

Answer: C

Question: 153

What situation results from performing a CreateObjectAction on an abstract class?
A. undefined behavior
B. arbitrary object of one of its subclasses being created
C. exception being raised
D. error log entry being created
E. object of the specified class being created



Answer: A

Question: 154

What is NOT true about a roles and role bindings?
A. A role binding is an association.
B. A role binding maps a connectable element to a role in a collaboration occurrence.
C. The same object may play roles in multiple collaborations.
D. A role typed by an interface specifies a set of features required by a participant in a collaboration.
E. The same connectable element may be bound to multiple roles in a single collaboration occurrence.

Answer: A

Question: 155

What is implied when a transition terminates on the outer border of a composite state that has an initial and a
history pseudostate?
A. The outgoing transition from the final pseudostate is taken.
B. The state is not entered.
C. The outgoing transition from the initial pseudostate is taken.
D. The outgoing transition from the history pseudostate is taken.

Answer: C

Question: 156

What stereotype notation is NOT correct?
Exhibit:

A. A
B. B
C. C
D. D

Answer: D

Question: 157

In a state machine, what is true for a "do" activity of a state?
A. starts executing when the state is entered
B. specifies a condition that must always be true when the state is active



C. can only appear in a composite state
D. executes repeatedly as long as the state is active
E. is equivalent to an entry action of a state

Answer: A

Question: 158

What is the notation for gates?
A. circular disc at the interaction frame
B. small arrow either into or out from the fragment frame
C. point on the fragment frame with an optional name
D. small rectangle on the fragment frame with associated name

Answer: C

Question: 159

In the exhibit, if the incoming arrows provide three control values, how many control values are provided to the
outgoing arrow?
Exhibit:

A. none
B. one
C. two
D. three

Answer: B

Question: 160

What does via foo in the exhibit designate?
Exhibit:



A. the sending of a foo message on the transition
B. transient pseudostate named foo
C. a transition terminating on the foo entry point
D. a Boolean guard equal to the logical value of foo
E. an action foo associated with the transition

Answer: C

Question: 161

Assume component A provides an interface P and requires an interface R. In order for a component B to be
substituted for component A, what must be true?
A. The interface that B requires must be type conformant with respect to the interface that A provides.
B. The interface that B requires must be type conformant with respect to the interface that A requires, and
the interface that B provides must be type conformant with respect to the interface that A provides.
C. The interface that A requires must be type conformant with respect to the interface that B provides.
D. Components must be related to each other via a dependency.

Answer: B

Question: 162

What symbol depicts a CallBehaviorAction?
Exhibit:

A. A
B. B
C. C
D. D
E. E

Answer: E
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